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If a plasma is perfectly conducting, that is, it obeys the 
ideal Ohm’s law,

E + v� B = 0

B-lines are frozen in the plasma, and no reconnection occurs.  

What is Magnetic Reconnection?



Magnetic Reconnection: Definition

Departures from ideal behavior, represented by 

break ideal topological invariants, allowing field lines to break
and reconnect.

In the generalized Ohm’s law for weakly collisional or collisionless 
plasmas, R contains resistivity, Hall current,  electron inertia and 
pressure.  

E	+	v	×	B	=	R,			B	∙	∇	×	R	=	0	 





Example of Topological Change: Magnetic 
Island Formation



Courtesy: J. Burch and J. Drake, MMS Mission



The Flaring Sun

Courtesy: The Solar Dynamics Observatory







Q.  Why is Sweet-Parker reconnection so slow? 

Conservation relations of mass, energy, and flux
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Petschek [1964]

Geometry of reconnection layer: X-point
Length    (<< L) is of the order of the width 

SAPK lnττ =

Solar flares: τPK ~ 102 s
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A.  Geometry



Computational Tests of the Petschek Model
[Sato and Hayashi 1979, Ugai 1984, Biskamp 1986, Forbes and Priest 1987, 
Scholer 1989, Yan, Lee and Priest 1993, Ma et al. 1995, Uzdensky and 
Kulsrud 2000, Breslau and Jardin 2003, Malyshkin, Linde and Kulsrud 
2005]

Conclusions

• Petschek model is not realizable in high-S plasmas, unless the 
resistivity is locally strongly enhanced at the X-point.  
• In the absence of such anomalous enhancement, the 
reconnection layer evolves dynamically to form Y-points and 
realize a Sweet-Parker regime. 



2D coronal loop : high-Lundquist number resistive MHD simulation 

T = 0 T = 30



Impulsive Reconnection: The Onset/Trigger Problem

Dynamics exhibits an impulsiveness, that is, a sudden 
change in the time-derivative of the reconnection rate.
The magnetic configuration evolves slowly for a long 
period of time, only to undergo a sudden dynamical 
change over a much shorter period of time.  
Dynamics is characterized by the formation of near-
singular current sheets which need to be resolved in 
computer simulations: a classic multi-scale problem 
coupling large scales to small. 
Examples
Magnetospheric substorms
Impulsive solar/stellar flares



Substorm Onset: 
Where does it occur?

X (Sun)

Y (West)

Z (North)
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Substorm Onset: Auroral Bulge

• Formed close to the midnight 
sector, and characterized by 
rapid poleward motion.

A sudden, intense bulge in the 
auroral oval signals the start of 
an auroral substorm.

VIS Earth Camera/Polar, 07:13 
UT, May 15, 1996. L. Frank 
and J. Sigwarth, University of 
Iowa

Auroral bulge



Aτ~sec10

X (Sun)

Y (West)

Z (North)

Substorm Onset:
When does it occur?

Growth Expansion Recovery(Ohtani et al., 1992)



Generalized Ohm’s law
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Importance of 
term depends
on length scale
of solution 

On large scales
plasma is ideal 
conductor*

What’s really important?
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* except where B=0



Hall MHD (or Extended MHD) Model and the 
Generalized Ohm’s Law

In high-S plasmas, when the width of the thin current sheet (    ) 
satisfies

Δη
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Δη < c /ωpi

“collisionless” terms in the generalized Ohm’s law cannot be 
ignored.

Generalized Ohm’s law (dimensionless form)

Electron skin depth   
Ion skin depth
Electron beta

de ≡ L−1 c /ω pe( )
di ≡ L−1 c /ω pi( )
βe

ρs ≡ βc /ω pi
if there is a guide field)
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Forced Magnetic Reconnection Due to Inward 
Boundary Flows
Magnetic field

Inward flows at the boundaries

Two simulations: Resistive MHD versus Hall MHD [Ma and 
B. 1996]  
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B = ˆ x BP tanh z /a + ˆ z BT
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v = V0(1+ coskx) ˆ y 
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" Δ < 0,

For other perspectives, with similar conclusions, see Grasso et al. (1999) 
Dorelli and Birn (2003), Fitzpatrick (2004), Cassak et al. (2005), 
Simakov and Chacon (2008), Malyshkin (2008)
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Field lines

Electron flows

Ion current density 

Electron current density



Transition from Collisional to Collisionless Regimes in MRX



System L (cm) B (G) di= c/wpi(cm) dsp (cm) di/ dsp

MRX 10 100-500 1-5 0.1-5 .2-100

Tokamak 100 104 10 0.1 100

Magnetosphere 109 10-3 107 104 1000

Solar flare 109 100 104 102 100

ISM 1018 10-6 107 1010 0.001

Proto-star          di/ ds >> 1

Linkage between space and laboratory plasmas 

di/ dsp ~ 5( lmfp/L)1/2
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2D Hall-MHD Simulation
(Ma and B., 1998)



Plasmoid Instability of Large-Scale Current Sheets



Sweet-Parker (Sweet 1958, Parker 1957)

Geometry of reconnection layer : Y-points (Syrovatsky 1971)

Length  of the reconnection layer is of the order of the system 
size >> width 

Reconnection time scale
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τSP = τ AτR( )1/2
= S1/2τ A

Solar flares: ,10~ 12S
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τA ~ 1s

sSP
610~τ⇒ Too long!



Fast Reconnection in Large Systems
• Extended thin current sheets of high Lundquist 

number are unstable to a super-Alfvenic tearing 
instability (Loureiro et al. 2007), which we call the 
“plasmoid instability,” because it generates a large 
number of plasmoids. 

• In the nonlinear regime, the reconnection rate 
becomes nearly independent of the Lundquist number, 
and is much larger than the Sweet-Parker rate.     



The thin current sheet is 
explosively stable if we exceed a 
critical Lundquist number, Sc
forming, ejecting, and coalescing a 
hierarchy of plasmoids. 

B. et al. 2009, Huang and B. 2010, 
Uzdensky et al. 2010 



A little history
• Secondary tearing instability of high-S current 

sheet has been known for some time (Bulanov et 
al. 1979, Lee and Fu 1986, Biskamp 1986, 
Matthaeus and Lamkin 1986, Yan et al. 1992, 
Shibata and Tanuma 2001), but its precise scaling 
properties were determined only recently.

• The instability has been studied recently 
nonlinearly in fluid (Lapenta 2008, Cassak et al. 
2009; Samtaney et al. 2009) as well as fully 
kinetic studies with a collision operator (Daughton 
et al. 2009).













Largest 2D Hall MHD simulation to date



Observations of energetic electrons within magnetic islands
[Chen et al., Nature Phys., 2008, PoP 2009]



e bursts & bipolar Bz & Ne peaks
~10 islands within 10 minutes



Post CME Current Sheet

!

Courtesy: Lijia Guo













Role of the plasmoid instability 
in MHD turbulence

● Analytic theory predicts that the plasmoid instability can modify the 
turbulent energy spectrum (Carbone et al., 1990, Loureiro et al., 2017; 
Boldyrev and Loureiro, 2017; Mallet et al., 2017; Comisso et al., 2018)



Direct numerical simulation with 
Rm=106 (64000x64000 grids)



Direct numerical simulation with 
Rm=8×104 (64000x64000 grids)





Magnetic Reconnection: 
Sisyphus of the Plasma Universe

“The struggle itself 
…is enough to fill 
a man’s heart. One 
must imagine 
Sisyphus happy.”
---Albert Camus in
The Myth of 
Sisyphus (Le Myth 
de Sisyphe, 1942) 

Titian, 1549


